Five practical strategies to get a grip on large group cooperative virtual learning in medical education
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to the rapid replacement of in-person classroom learning with virtual large group learning. Done well, virtual large group learning can be an effective tool that provides flexibility, accessibility, and collaboration between learners. However, despite its potential benefits, human and technological challenges limit engagement and overall efficacy of large group virtual learning. The following account provides an evidence-based framework to maximize cooperative learning, learner engagement and retention of medical education in the virtual setting.

Introduction

With the COVID-19 pandemic, medical education has rapidly transitioned, resulting in the accelerated uptake of virtual learning.1,2 Done well, virtual large group learning can reach a broad audience,1,3 provide flexibility for remote learners,1 foster meaningful interactions,2 and support multiple learning styles,2 offering cost effective and efficient solutions even beyond the pandemic.

Outlined in the framework of cooperative learning, techniques that facilitate a culture of collaboration by cultivating positive interdependence, individual and group accountability, interpersonal and small-group skills, group processing, and face-to-face promotive interaction result in strong cooperative learning.4 Learning processes that focus on cooperation rather than competition are seen to be more effective.5 While large lecture environments erode this cooperative environment, virtual learning may further exacerbate the issue, decreasing interaction and immediate feedback between peers and teachers.6 This is particularly troublesome in medical education, which unlike other branches of science, heavily incorporates peer-to-peer and student-teacher feedback through interactive simulations, case-based learning, and supervised patient interactions to teach communication, history, physical exam, and clinical reasoning skills that are unique.

Virtual learning may also be monotonous, have technical delays, and typically does not engage learners to the same degree as traditional face-to-face environments.1-3 As student engagement with course material is an important predictor in their learning,3 there is a need to make virtual
learning cooperative, engaging and adaptable in medical education. As such, we will discuss five practical strategies that our institute has implemented to promote engagement and encourage best practices in cooperative learning, a novel approach to facilitate virtual learning in medical education.

1. **Small group engagement in large group learning**

   The online, asynchronous nature of virtual learning can be isolating and tiring for learners and can often deprive them of social interaction. To overcome this passivity, small group sessions, where learners become not only recipients but active participants, can create an interactive environment. These small group activities during large group virtual learning capitalize on positive interdependence and promotive interaction; learners are able to interact and learn from each other while engaging in a shared activity, promoting consolidation of the course content. This emphasis on active, collaborative interaction leads to more sustained learner effort and greater satisfaction and knowledge acquisition.

   Throughout the pandemic, commonly used virtual platforms in medical education consisted of Zoom, Google Meet, or Microsoft Teams. Each of these platforms allows the teacher to create small “breakout rooms” within a large group session. In this way, a group of students can be assigned to numerous small breakout rooms to collaborate. These options also allow teachers to switch between breakout rooms, allowing for a greater degree of teacher-learner engagement while offering distant supervision.

   The use of small group sessions during large group learning can be used in numerous ways. At our institution, incorporating breakout rooms during a large group session has allowed students to work through clinical cases together to further develop their clinical reasoning. For instance, after a lecture about congestive heart failure, a pertinent case can be presented to the class. Numerous breakout rooms can then be created allowing small groups of students to work through the different components of the clinical case—history, physical examination, investigations, differential diagnoses, and management. Within these small groups, the students can then use their respective academic strengths, coupled with the learning in large group sessions, to teach one another while engaging in a shared process of clinical reasoning, in keeping with a promotive interaction and positive interdependence framework. The teacher can further switch between breakout rooms, acting as a facilitator, assessing team dynamics, and answering questions as small student groups work through the clinical problem at hand. This later can be consolidated back in a larger group.

2. **Collaborative virtual tools**

   Virtual collaborative tools are available in the form of free text or free form quizzes and polls focused on the content. The use of virtual quizzes and polls such as Kahoot and Poll Everywhere can help enhance individual accountability, stimulate learner engagement and interest during virtual learning, and allow teachers to directly engage learners in challenging concepts. Virtual polling tools such as these can be used to support the learning process through gamification, using game mechanisms in education to enhance collaboration, creativity and self guided study, in turn improving engagement. This engagement leads to a greater degree of learning of course material by learners, and is in
keeping with educational theories such as constructive alignment.

In a virtual setting, active polling and quizzing can further assist teachers in navigating and monitoring student understanding remotely, both pre and post either individually or as a group. This helps overcome the lack of traditional visual cues such as student expressions of understanding that may be masked by lack of video input. Additionally, quizzes and polls may be completed asynchronously online by students as a way to check their learning and consolidate concepts outside of class time. Quizzes and polls can be very versatile as they provide learners feedback on their understanding but also allow teachers to punctuate key points and maintain engagement. For example, in our institution during a discussion about acid base abnormalities teachers have the ability to interchange between content and quizzes in order to maintain student attention and highlight core concepts. After this discussion has ended, students can review these concepts and test their understanding by completing an asynchronous online quiz.

In a group work setting, virtual quizzes can also be used to keep members individually accountable. The inherent structure and flexibility of virtual quiz or poll tools allows instructors to ask questions that may be used monitor the contributions of an individual in a small group setting. These tools may also assess the team dynamic to ensure all members feel that work is being done and distributed in an equitable way.

4. Streamlining the learner experience

The passivity of large group learning in general limits a learner’s ability to maintain attention and retain information. It is important to create virtual learning that is streamlined and structured to capture and maintain learner attention. One possible means to do this is through signposting throughout the lecture. For instance, with virtual learning, teachers are able to use various online tools, whether it be simple highlighting, advanced slide designs to maintain engagement, animations, or embedded videos, to illustrate and draw attention to key points. Objectives can have clear transitions, signifying to learners the completion of one component of the teaching activity and the beginning of the next. Similarly, slides can be set to timers to assist in time management, ensuring each topic is adequately discussed without delays. Additionally, promoting small group work with positive interdependence by assigning specific tasks to each team member may be useful in maintaining the attention of learners by making each contribution integral to the success of the team as a whole. This also allows for different viewpoints and strengths to be brought to the group by each learner. Each of these tactics alone and combined can enhance learner experience and are all building blocks that can be used in creating a positive virtual learning experience.

5. Preparation for seamless delivery by the instructor

Unlike in-person education, where whiteboard or verbal teaching can be used if a technical difficulty arises, the rapid adoption to a largely virtual curriculum does not afford this opportunity. As such, technical difficulties can significantly hinder proper delivery and lead to frustration and poor perceptions by learners. Teachers must therefore prepare not only the content but also the processes and delivery of virtual teaching as well as ways of providing students with relevant information in the event of technical difficulties. Ensuring that extraneous documents on the teacher’s computer are closed, downloading and opening multimedia prior to teaching, and having webpages already open that will be referenced during teaching, will help make transitions in online teaching seamless. Knowing the unique functionality of different virtual platforms such as Microsoft Teams or Zoom will allow the teacher to focus on delivering content, assessing student understanding, and fostering interpersonal and small group skills during breakout rooms rather than the operation of the overall platform. Developing this comfort with the platform can be done by completing a “dry run” of the teaching activity prior to the scheduled session. While this may not eliminate technical issues altogether, thorough preparation can aid teachers when such issues occur.

Obtaining simple, consistent feedback from learners about the delivery of online teaching is also beneficial and can help finetune delivery. This can be done by asking learners at the end of teaching to provide feedback on two strengths, two weaknesses and two suggestions about the session using the same virtual platform or a dedicated tool like Microsoft Forms or Survey Monkey. In doing so, necessary changes can be implemented to help ensure learning sessions operate smoothly with dynamic alignment to learner needs.

Conclusion

The current pandemic has accelerated the use of virtual learning in medical education and has established itself as an integral part of learning. Optimizing virtual learning to
engage learners and assist in their retention should be sought. Strategies that focus on cooperative learning best practices such as those based on collaboration, small group learning, interactive quizzing or polling, structured agendas, and pre-lecture preparation for online delivery are pragmatic means backed by evidence that our institution has adapted with success. The application of such practices to remote learning in medical education is an innovative way to improve learner experience through pedagogical practices. With online learning here to stay, future research should be directed at the effectiveness of online learning versus in-person learning in medical education. Learner and teacher experiences with virtual learning, feasibility studies regarding implementing fully virtual learning, and performance measures with virtual versus in-person learning are future avenues of research that may have implications for optimization of these practices to ensure high-quality delivery of virtual learning.
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